
Scripts for MAs Ask patients when 
taking to vitals

Intro:

“So you're here for your physical. We’re here to take care of you but we also want to help you and encourage you to begin to take control 
of your own heaith and your own health care. We want you to know you can feel comfortable asking us anything about your 
body and your health.

In the packet that we gave you today, there was a paper that talked about your rights as a teen patient. By law in California, your heaith 
information is protected and private and we cannot share it with anyone. | want to make sure you know that anything you tell us 
will be kept private in this room — we won't be telling your parent what you share with us. The exception is if you tell us that someone 
is hurting you or that you think you might hurt yourself. Then we ‘would need to make sure your parent knows.”

Is there anything that you want to talk to your doctor about today that you may not be comfortable saying in front 
of your parent?

Safety:

“Do you have any concerns about someone hurting you or you hurting yourself — that you'd like to talk with 
your doctor about today?”

“Do you have any concerns about your safety that you'd like to talk with your doctor about today?”

If yes: “We'll make sure there will be time during your visit today to discuss these topics with your doctor 
in private.”

Sexual Health:

Ask every adolescent patient regardless of sexual activity:

“You are going to have private time to talk to your doctor today. Your body, relationships, and sex are some different common topics 
many teens want to talk to their doctors about. What questions do you have about these topics?

If don’t get any info from patient about their sexual activity from above — look at their SHA answers for Q 27-35.

If yes: “We'll make sure there will be time during your visit today to discuss these topics with your doctor in private. "Add FPACT form 
to chart for doctor to discuss with patient."

If skipped the sexual risk section:

“I see you skipped answering the questions on your health form that asked about sex. Would you like to fill this 
section out together?” or “Can I help you fill this section out?”

Family PACT Form — if any indication of sexual activity ever (any type of sex):

If no: “Okay, if you think of any questions, make sure to bring them up when you are with your doctor today.”

“Family PACT is a state program that allows us to provide you with confidential sexual health services, including birth control and testing 
for sexually transmitted diseases. It is very quick and easy to sign you up and it means you can get these services more easily 
on your own. Can we help you sign up for Family PACT today?”

If parent has questions about the urine specimen:

“It is our clinic policy to get a urine specimen during vitals so the provider has it available in case 
it is needed for any reason. If the provider doesn’t need it, we will throw it away.’


